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Abstract
This paper investigates the effects of cognitive style for decision making on the behavior of
participants in different phases of the group concept mapping process (GCM). It is argued that
cognitive style should be included directly in the coordination of the GCM process and not
simply considered as yet another demographic variable. The cognitive styles were identified
using the Kirton Adaption-Innovation Inventory, which locates each person’s style on a
continuum ranging from very adaptive to very innovative. Cognitive style could explain diversity
in the participants’ behavior in different phases of the GCM process. At the same time, the
concept map as a group’s common cognitive construct can consolidate individual differences and
serves as a tool for managing diversity in groups of participants. Some of the results were that:
(a) the more adaptive participants generated ideas that fit to a particular, well-established and
consensually agreed paradigm, frame of reference, theory or practice; (b) the more innovative
participants produced ideas that were more general in scope and required changing a settled
structure (paradigm, frame of reference, theory or practice); and (c) the empirical comparison of
the map configurations through Procrustes analysis indicated a strong dissimilarity between
cognitive styles.
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Introduction
A distinguished feature of the Group Concept Mapping (GCM) method when compared to
other similar methods (e.g., Affinity diagrams or Delphi) is that it shows in an objective way the
shared vision of a group of experts on a particular issue. The methodology can also identify and
compare participants on some individual characteristics, such as level of expertise, professional
experience, educational background, job role, and gender, to mention but a few. The comparison
of these individual differences is typically shown by GCM pattern matches and less often by subgroups’ concept maps. It is claimed that this type of analysis provides additional insight into the
data, which is often considered secondary, although this is not always acknowledged explicitly.
Cognitive style is an individual difference characteristic whose role in the GCM process, to the
best of our knowledge, has not yet been explored. Cognitive style refers to individual differences
in people's preferred way of perceiving, organising and analysing information, and in particular,
differences in how people manage structure as part of these cognitive activities.
There are at least three reasons why cognitive style should be included directly in the
coordination of the GCM process and not simply considered as yet another demographic variable
along with level of expertise, professional experience, educational background, job role, or
gender. Firstly, cognitive style operates across all these individual differences. For example, both
highly innovative and highly adaptive cognitive styles can be found at similar levels of expertise,
professional experience, job roles, educational background, and for both genders. Secondly,
cognitive style appears to have an impact on most of the phases of the GCM process. Differences
in cognitive style can be observed in the types of statements generated, point map configurations,
pattern matches and in suggestions made during the interpretation of the GCM outcomes.
Thirdly, evidence-based cognitive style theories can predict individual behaviour, explain the
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reasons for differences in the behaviour of people, and suggest measures for managing diversity
in groups.
It has been shown that cognitive diversity has a greater impact on decision-making than
demographic diversity (Jehn, Northcraft, & Neale, 1999; Williams & O’Railly, 1998). Likewise,
cognitive style diversity is assumed to be a better predictor of team performance than traditional
demographic variables (Miller, Burke, & Glick, 1998; Schilpzand & Martins, 2010).
At the same time, the concept map as a common, whole group, cognitive construct can
consolidate individual differences and serves as a tool for managing diversity in groups of
participants. It represents the shared cognition of the group (Salomon, 1997; Stahl, 2006; Van den
Bossche, Gijselaers, Segers, Woltjer, & Kirschner, 2011). In this paper, we combine two research
paradigms – (a) cognitive style, and (b) group concept mapping – to demonstrate how they could
lead to mutually beneficial insights. The cognitive style paradigm can contribute to predicting the
behaviour of participants in different phases of the GCM process and to explaining differences in
the participants’ concept maps and pattern matches based on their cognitive styles. The GCM
paradigm can first help us visualize individual differences in concept maps and then show how
they can be consolidated in the whole group concept map. As a common, objectively identified,
cognitive artefact, a group concept map can serve as a tool for managing diversity in cognitive
style in addition to the ways proposed in the cognitive style paradigm. Based on findings reported
in the literature on cognitive style and outcomes within the framework of a case study, this paper
proposes a set of hypotheses that could guide future research on the role of cognitive style in the
GCM process.
In the remaining sections of this paper, we first briefly review research on cognitive style
to provide context for associating particular cognitive styles with different types of problem
solving and decision making. Then we explore differences in the cognitive styles of the
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participants and show how these differences could be mutually beneficial for each other as
observed in the outcomes of a GCM project. Finally, we discuss the results of the case study,
formulate some conclusions, and make suggestions for future work.
Cognitive style - definitions and implications for the GCM process
Cognitive style refers to a psychological dimension that represents consistencies in an
individual’s manner of cognitive functioning, particularly with respect to perceiving,
remembering, thinking, decision making and problem solving. Cognitive styles are assumed to be
relatively stable over time; they are value free, possibly innate, and related to personality
(Armstrong, Peterson, & Rayner, 2011; Kirton, 2006).
Some examples of cognitive style dimensions are as follows: ‘field dependence–field
independence’ (Witkin at al., 1962); ‘reflective–impulsive’ (Kagan, 1966); ‘serialist–holist’ (Pask
& Scott, 1972); ‘converger–diverger’ (Hudson, 1968); ‘simultaneous–successive’ (Das, 1988);
‘wholist–analytic’ (Riding & Buckle, 1990), and ‘adaption-innovation’ (Kirton, 2006), to name a
few. For a detailed overview and classification of cognitive style, see also Riding and Cheema
(1991), Jonassen and Grabowski (1993), Rayner and Riding (1997), and Zhang, Sternberg, and
Rayner (2012).
In addition to its impact at an individual level, cognitive style can affect the way teams
function as well. Teams engaged in complex decision-making need to consider their task from
different perspectives, thus increasing the likelihood that all relevant information is included,
which results in better coverage of the task problem space (Hambrick, Cho, & Chen, 1996;
Schilpzand & Martins, 2010; Williams & O’Reilly, 1998).
Of particular interest to the objectives of this study are the cognitive style constructs
defined in the context of problem-solving and decision making, such as those measured by the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI; Myers & McCaulley, 1985; Myers & Myers, 1995) and the
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Kirton Adaption-Innovation Inventory (KAI; Kirton, 2006), which are frequently referred to and
used in research and practice (Armstrong, Cools, & Sadler-Smith, 2012; Franco, Meadows, &
Armstrong, 2013). The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) has been used extensively as a
cognitive style instrument, but it was not developed to measure exclusively cognitive styles; it
identifies personality types. Specifically, the four basic dimensions of MBTI (i.e., sensing–
intuition, thinking–feeling, judging–perceiving, and extraversion–introversion) produce 16
personality types when used in combination, which makes MBTI difficult to apply practically in
the context of the GCM process. MBTI also associates personality types with particular
professional occupations. Cognitive style research indicates, however, that within a profession,
different cognitive styles will be present (Kirton, 1999, 2006). It has also been discovered that
some of the MBTI items are related to capabilities (i.e., level-based constructs), not preferences
(i.e., style-based constructs) (Kirton, 1999).
KAI is a pure stylistic measure, it is much simpler to use, and it is highly regarded. KAI is
based on well-established theory that has been used in different academic and business domains
for more than 40 years. Equally important, it has strong predictive power, high reliability, and
extensive validity evidence. We turn now to a more detailed discussion of its underlying theory
and applications.
Some evidence-based facts about Adaption-Innovation theory
Kirton’s Adaption-Innovation (A-I) theory makes a strong distinction between style
constructs and level constructs, including both potential level (e.g., intelligence and cognitive
complexity) and manifest level (e.g., knowledge, competencies, or experience). Style and level
do not correlate, as has been established in the literature (Kirton, 2006). A-I theory also
distinguishes between style and observed behaviour. Style is stable over time, while behaviour is
flexible when circumstances require it, resulting in coping behaviour. There is also a distinction
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made in A-I theory between style and process. A process (like GCM process) is an ideal template
or roadmap for how we move through our problem solving. No stage in a process is associated
with a particular style; instead, different cognitive styles can operate in each phase.
As a measure of cognitive style, the KAI Inventory locates people on a continuum that
ranges from highly adaptive to highly innovative, with large general populations exhibiting
normal distributions. Because cognitive style is stable, the KAI score people receive does not
change over time; however, as individuals, they may fall on the more innovative or the more
adaptive side of a particular group, depending on that group’s overall style distribution.
In general, the more adaptive one is, the more one has a positive regard for structure (e.g.,
theory, guidelines, policy) and consensus, and the more one will prefer to problem solve by
defining, refining, extending, and improving the current, generally accepted pattern, strategy, or
paradigm. That is, the more adaptive tend to make things ‘better’. In contrast, the more
innovative one is, the less tolerant one is of existing structure and the less respect one has for
consensus; that is, the more innovative tend to do things ‘differently’. The more adaptive also
tend to produce or offer a relative few sound and practical ideas within the borders of a particular
paradigm, while the more innovative tend to generate many ideas as they try to work to the edges
of (or even outside of) a well-established paradigm – possibly combining different paradigms. As
befits a continuum, it is better to say “more adaptive” and “more innovative” when describing
individuals, although the terms “adaptor” and “innovator” are sometimes used for convenience.
The more cognitive style diversity present in a problem solving team, the wider the range
of problems that the group can tackle, but the more difficult it is to manage. The less cognitive
style diversity, the more limited the range of problems the group can tackle effectively, but the
easier it is to manage. Awareness of style diversity is the first step in learning to become more
tolerant and appreciative of its value in problem solving.

7
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Group Concept Mapping outcomes findings
In this section, we discuss three hypothetical propositions with regard to AdaptionInnovation (A-I) style differences in GCM outcomes using the data of one GCM project. Here are
our assumptions based on A-I theory:
1. Individuals with different cognitive styles will generate different types of statements. The
participants with more innovative styles will more often produce statements that require
changing a well-established structure (paradigm, frame of reference, theory or practice). The
more adaptive participants will formulate statements that fit to a well-defined and
consensually agreed structure (paradigm, reference, theory or practice).
2. As more innovative individuals tend to sort together concepts that represent different
domains, we expect their concept maps to have a more widely dispersed configuration than
those of the more adaptive participants. We expect a low resemblance between the maps of
those with different cognitive styles.
3. There will be a low correlation between the clusters’ ratings of the more innovative and more
adaptive participants as presented in pattern match ratings.
Method
The basic research method we will employ is an exploratory case study (Yin, 1994), including a
secondary analysis of the GCM data. The case study concerns expertise decomposition of
musical improvisation (Wopereis, Stoyanov, Kirschner, & Van Merriënboer, 2013). The Kirton
Adaption-Innovation Inventory (KAI) was administered to measure cognitive style, but the
results have not been discussed nor published elsewhere. We applied a qualitative analysis to the
type of statements generated. For comparing the cognitive style maps, we attempted a method
(Hammarlund, Nilson, Idvall, Rosas, & Hagell, 2014) that integrates measures of internal
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representation validity of concept maps and the degree of resemblance of the map configurations
through Procrustes analysis (Peres-Neto & Jackson, 2001). We set out to test the correspondence
between the structural representations of the two groups (Adaptors vs. Innovators) by conducting
a multivariate rotational-fit algorithm between two configurations as represented by the two sets
of x–y coordinates for each respective map (2 dimensional, multivariate summaries). In
conducting these analyses, we sought to determine how much these configurations resembled
each other. Data were analysed separately for Innovators and Adaptors using the Concept
Systems Core® software (2014), PROTEST software (Jackson, 2015) and IBM SPPS software
(version 20, 2011). The Procrustes analysis is an improvement of the Mantel test (Mantel, 1967),
which is becoming a popular measure of the association between distance matrices. It has been
found that the Procrustes analysis is more sensitive to type I error rates and to power of
significance tests compared to the Mantel test (Peres-Neto & Jackson, 2001; Schneider &
Borlund, 2007). There are two additional features of the Procrustes analysis that make it more
appropriate for the case study considered in this paper. First, the Procrustes technique produces a
numerical measure of the resemblance of two configurations for the same set of objects (each
object in one data set corresponds directly to an object of the other data set). Second, the
Procrustes analysis can deal with non-linear models and not-normal distributions of the samples,
which is an advantage in our case.
Given the two configurations are of the same multivariate observations, the difference
between the two configurations was therefore measured by aggregating the distance between
their corresponding points. To account for the lack of independence among distances and the
spuriousness of their correlation, Procrustes analyses were used to minimize the sum of squared
deviations between the data values in two observation-by-variable matrices through matrix
translation, reflection, rigid rotation and dilation (Jackson, 1995; Peres-Neto & Jackson, 2001).

9
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The residuals from the configurations are used to determine the best fit solution, which generates
a metric of association. A goodness-of-fit statistic called m2 is produced (Gower, 1971, cited in
Schneider & Boland, 2007). The lower the Procrustes statistic, the closer the resemblance
between the two configurations. To evaluate the significance of the observed m2 statistic, 10,000
random permutations were run to estimate the probability of the derived statistic and ensure the
relative stability of the estimated p-value (Jackson, 1995). Type I error rates are estimated as the
proportion of sample tests out of the number of permutations that reject the null hypothesis. The
power of the test is the proportion of sample tests that correctly detect true association, i.e., the fit
is better than expected by chance.
Cognitive style measurement instrument
Apart from the statements generated, observation notes, and interview transcripts of
cognitive style feedback, the main measurement instrument for the case study is the KAI
Inventory, which is the principal validation instrument for A-I theory (Kirton, 1978, 2006).
The KAI Inventory contains 32 items, which are scored using a 1-5 scale; the observed
scores fall between 45 and 145, with a mean of 95 (SD = 17). The instrument has been validated
using 10 large, general population samples with more than 3000 people overall. KAI’s internal
reliability ranges from 0.84 to 0.89 (mode = 0.87). No social desirability or cultural effects have
been found to date. As expected from theory, the KAI Inventory correlates strongly with other
style measures but not with level measures (e.g., intelligence, cognitive complexity, attainment).
It is out of the scope of the current study to provide a detailed report on the psychometric studies
that have been used to validate the KAI inventory. The interested reader can find detailed
information in Kirton’s work (1999; 2006).
In terms of individual scores, a cognitive gap of 10 points between problem solvers on the
Adaption-Innovation (A-I) continuum signifies the “just noticeable difference” for KAI,
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irrespective of where the two individuals fall on the scale – i.e., between a more innovative
person and a more adaptive person or between two people on the same side of the mean. Larger
cognitive gaps are notable for multiple reasons: 20-point gaps indicate “clear noticeable
differences” between individuals, while gaps of 30-40 points (or more) could be a source of
conflict and require particular care (Kirton, 1999, p. 18; p. 84).
In the next section, we briefly describe a case study, within the framework of which we
provide some evidence with regard to the assumptions stated earlier.

An expert view on musical improvisation expertise. A case study
The case study was aimed at identifying and prioritizing the knowledge, skills and
attitudes of an expert musical improviser. The results of the study were to inform the design of
training in improvisation (for more details, see Wopereis et al., 2013). The GCM procedure
included the general phases as described by Trochim and McLinden (this issue) with face-to-face
idea generation and manual card sorting and rating. Twenty minutes of the face-to-face meetings
were devoted to filling out the KAI Inventory. The administration of KAI served two purposes:
(a) as a means of capturing the effect of cognitive style on idea generation and structuring; and
(b) as an incentive for participation (every participant received individual feedback based on his
or her KAI score).
Study participants
A total of 26 musical experts from the Netherlands took part in the study. The experts had
more than 20 years of professional experience in performing and teaching, and about 20 years
reviewing jazz and contemporary improvised music. The mean age of the experts was about 50
years. Sixteen experts contributed to the idea generation; 14 of them participated in the sorting
and rating. All but one of the participants were men; 14 of the participants filled out the KAI.

11
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Half of these 14 (n =7) had more innovative cognitive styles relative to the mean of the group (M
= 108.5; SD =10.2), while the other half had more adaptive styles relative to this mean.
The sixteen experts generated 191 statements in completing the following focus prompt:
“A good improviser is someone who…” After data cleaning and editing, 169 ideas were left for
sorting and rating. The stress index for this project was 0.34, which is in the accepted range as
suggested by the literature (Kane & Trochim, 2007; Rosas & Kane, 2012; Trochim, 1989).
Results
Distribution of the KAI scores
The KAI scores ranged from 88 (very adaptive style) to 125 (very innovative style) with a
mean of M = 108.5 (SD = 10.2). The gap between the most innovative and the most adaptive
scores is almost 40 points.
Types of statements generated
Some examples of statements generated by the more innovative participants are: ‘…who
understands that not playing is also playing’, ‘ . . . who is able to play nothing when he hears
nothing’, ‘. . . who dares taking risks and who is adventurous, but not reckless’, ‘. . . who—
whether or not starting from existing material—creates new music that is both comprehensible
and surprising, both reassuring and disturbing’, ‘. . . who spontaneously thinks of and tells a
coherent story’,’…who is not afraid of making mistakes’, ‘. . . who dares to fall flat on his face’,‘.
. . who draws musical connections quickly’, and ‘…who is not concerned with public
expectation’.
Example statements generated by the more adaptive participants are: ‘…someone with
musical mastery’, ‘. . . who makes use of the possibilities of his instrument’, ‘. . . with a passion
for music’, ‘… someone who is able to organize musical thoughts, ideas on the spot, ‘… someone
who brings order to chaos’, ‘…with a highly developed sense of rhythm’,’. . . who always puts
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the music first, not his ego’, ‘…who does not consider frameworks limiting, but uses/misuses
them for new forms and thoughts’, and ‘... who has very good ears and listens with them’.
These examples show that the more innovative and the more adaptive see improvisation in
different ways. The key words for the more adaptive relate to mastery of the instrument, passion
for music, order, organization, sense of rhythm, and using a framework. The key words used by
the more innovative relate to taking risks, not being afraid of making mistakes, creating new
music, spontaneous, telling a story with the music, and drawing inspiration from different kinds
of music. These descriptions of more innovative and more adaptive preferences for performing
musical improvisation are in line with Adaption-Innovation (A-I) theory and confirm our
assumption about the type of statements generated.

Resemblance of maps’ structural representations
For this case study, the MDS analysis of the sorting data resulted in 2-dimensional maps
with stress values of 0.29 for Adaptors and 0.37 for Innovators (see Figure 1).

****INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE****

The stress value of the Adaptors’ map was within the accepted range, and the stress value
for the Innovators was slightly above the range found in previous meta-analytic studies of
concept mapping (Rosas & Kane, 2012; Trochim, 1993). The configural similarity correlation
between sort and distance matrices for Adaptors was 0.68 (p < 0.001) and 0.49 (p < 0.001) for
Innovators, respectively. Both were within the range found in studies of similarly constructed
concept maps (Rosas & Kane; Trochim), but they differed (z = 2.89; p = .0019 following Fisher’s
r-to-z transformation). The Adaptors' configural similarity correlation was near the upper end of
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the range (relatively stronger relationship between sort and distance data), whereas the
Innovators' configural similarity correlation was near the lower end of the range (relatively
weaker relationship between sort and distance data). The correlation between the raw sorting data
(total similarity matrices) of Adaptors and Innovators was 0.53 (p < 0.001). The spatial
arrangement of the Adaptors’ map configuration showed slight similarity to the configuration of
the Innovators. The match of the two data configurations was greater than expected due to chance
(m2 = 0.94; p < 0.001). Thus, a highly significant concordance between the multivariate data sets
was detected, and the two matrices showed a slight non-random resemblance (Schneider &
Boland, 2007). Given that m2 = 1 - r2, we solved for r (0.94 = 1–0.06) and found r to be 0.24. We
then compared the magnitude of agreement for the sorting arrangement (r = 0.53; n = 14,197) and
the magnitude of the spatial arrangement (r = 0.24; n = 169) and found that they differed (z =
3.27, p = .0005, following Fisher’s r-to-z transformation). These results confirm our expectations
for a low resemblance between the different cognitive styles’ map configurations.
Pattern match correlation
The pattern match indicates high Pearson product-moment correlation between the more
adaptive and the more innovative participants (r = .76), which contradicts our initial assumption
(see Figure 2).

****INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE****

Discussion and conclusions
The results from the case study are in line with KAI findings about cognitive style
differences in participants’ idea generation (Kirton, 2006; Jablokow & Booth, 2006) and map
structural representations.
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The idea generation phase of the GCM process is quite similar to any other idea
generation activity, which makes the prediction of the preferred idea generation behaviour of
more innovative and more adaptive individuals quite accurate. As a rule, the more innovative
reflect more tangential problem solving or decision making perspectives than the more adaptive.
In contrast, the more adaptive generate ideas with a more focused perspective but those ideas are
more sound and practical. The more adaptive prefer to problem solve and make decisions from
within a well-established and consensually agreed structure (e.g., theory or policy), whereas the
more innovative prefer to work on the edges of a structure or to combine different structures. This
was clearly evidenced by the types of statements generated by more innovative and more
adaptive participants.
Quantitatively, we found consistency in the within-group relationship between the sort
data and the distance data among items on the maps. There was a strong correspondence for the
more adaptive participants; that is, we found a lower stress value and higher configural similarity
in our examination of their sort and distance data. Greater variability was found in the
relationship between sort and distance data for the more innovative participants, where we
observed higher stress and lower configural similarity. There was a low similarity in the map
configurations of the different cognitive styles.
The outcomes concerning correlations between different cognitive styles as represented
by the pattern match do not support our assumption for a low correlation between the cognitive
styles. One possible explanation would be that the rating data are actually measuring level rather
than style constructs. That is, even when the participants face ‘not preferred’ statements, they still
rate them high on importance.
A-I theory states that simply being aware of differences in cognitive style is immediately
helpful for managing diversity in groups. In addition, “bridgers” (in A-I terms – i.e., team
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members with intermediate scores relative to the current team profile) could help in managing the
cognitive gaps in groups, provided these team members are motivated to do so and have the skills
required. GCM contributes to managing cognitive diversity in groups by showing in an objective
way not only how team members are different (individual cognitive style maps), but also by
showing how cognitive styles can be complementary to each other. Given similar levels of
expertise, the degree of resemblance of map configurations could be an indication for an array of
cognitive styles. The idea of looking at the maps of more adaptive and more innovative
participants is not only to show differences between the cognitive styles, but mostly to get
insights into constructing a better understanding of their consolidated map. The concept map that
integrates the input from more adaptive and more innovative participants is a common cognitive
artefact of both cognitive style groups. It demonstrates how different styles can be mutually
beneficial to each other, reflecting a richer cognitive reality.
Concept maps are external representations of cognitive structures and processes involved
in problem solving and decision making (Stoyanov & Kommers, 2006). In the classical concept
mapping paradigm, these are the mental models of an individual, who constructs the concept map
her/himself in a subjective way. A classical concept map created by a group of people portrays
the group’s thinking, yet it is done in a subjective way as well, and the team’s shared vision could
be jeopardised if there are huge gaps among the cognitive styles of the participants. Group
concept mapping depicts, in an objective way, the shared (distributed) cognition of the group
involved in the process.
In our observations, we found that cognitive style can be used to predict the behaviour of
not only participants but also of facilitators of the GCM process, specifically in idea synthesis,
selection of the number of clusters, and interpretation of the data. This is a topic for further
exploration.
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The reader may get the impression that the current paper discusses cognitive style mainly
as a predictor of the group concept mapping outcomes. However, we would like to emphasize
that a group concept map can disclose differences among the cognitive styles of the participants.
A map configuration, widely dispersed could suggest that there is a gap between cognitive styles.
In addition, managing diversity in a group through the concept map as a common cognitive
artefact is at least as effective as the awareness of differences in cognitive style. We believe that
the research on GCM could contribute not only to the cognitive style theoretical framework (KAI
theory in particular), but also to a more fundamental discussion on the relationship between
individual and shared (distributed) cognition (Salomon, 1997; Stahl, 2006, Van den Bossche,
Gijselaers, Segers, Woltjer, & Kirschner, 2011). Our understanding is that it is not an either-or
distinction. GCM is a demonstration not only of the existence of both – individual and distributed
cognition – but it is also an illustration of their close relationship.
Although this study tried to outline roughly the contour of a hypothetical framework that
would guide the research on and practice of cognitive style in the GCM process, the propositions
made should be considered with caution. They were based on only one case study, and the
sample was rather small and skewed in terms of the KAI scores. Although these limitations were
present here, there were some indications that cognitive style plays an important role in the GCM
process. These observations should encourage further exploration of the subject, perhaps utilizing
new types of analysis, such as functional network analysis (Goldman & Kane, 2014), social
network analysis (McLinden, 2013) and strategic consensus maps (Tarakci, Ates, Porck, van
Knippenberg Groenen, & de Haas, 2013).
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Point maps for more innovative and more adaptive participants
Figure 2. Pattern match: more innovative vs more adaptive participants
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Figure 1. Point maps for more innovative and more adaptive participants

More innovative participants point map

More adaptive participants point map
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Figure 2. Pattern match: more innovative vs more adaptive participants
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